Emotional Coping and Stress Reduction

A study with Finnish adolescents found that they often went to natural areas after upsetting events. They said they could relax there, clear their minds, gain perspective on things, and sort out whatever troubled them. Natural areas appear to function this way for younger children as well. A study of 337 rural eight-through-11-year-olds revealed that even when there was a relative abundance of natural surroundings in their lives, more exposure to nature was still better. The study found that regardless of a family’s socioeconomic status, the greener the home surroundings, the more resilient children appeared to be against stress and adversity. The protective effect of nature was strongest for the most vulnerable children who experienced the highest levels of stressful life events.

Key Studies

Concentration and Impulse Control

A study following 17 seven through 12 year olds as they moved from rundown urban housing into better homes in better neighborhoods found that the amount of improvement in natural views and more natural yards best predicted which children would show the highest levels of concentration after the move. In a Swedish study comparing preschool children using a traditional playground with others whose play area contained a field and orchard, the children with the field and orchard showed significantly greater powers of concentration at the end of the year. Teenage girls with green views outside their windows performed significantly better on tests of concentration, inhibiting impulses, and delaying gratification than those with barren views.
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More Creative Play
In a Chicago study, children observed in green outdoor spaces engaged in more play and more creative forms of play than children in barren spaces. Preschoolers with access to a natural yard developed more varied and elaborate patterns of play, including complex make-believe stories with a beginning and an end. Observations of preschool play in a schoolyard in Seattle, Washington showed similar results. Children who played in vegetated edges of the yard with trees and shrubbery engaged in more creative social play than those on the built equipment, and these areas attracted more balanced groups of boys and girls.


A Foundation for Stewardship
When people who demonstrate a commitment to protect the natural world reflect on the sources of their actions, they most frequently mention positive experiences of nature in childhood and parents or other role models who show nature’s value. By itself, childhood play in nature is associated with recycling, buying green products, voting green, and the choice of natural areas for recreation in adulthood. The results of a Swiss study suggest that outdoor investigations of nature (rather than indoor study) are the most effective and most popular approach to increase children’s knowledge of biodiversity, especially in easily accessible settings such as school grounds and the local neighborhood.


Reduced Symptoms of ADD and ADHD
Children diagnosed with Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) or Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) function better with nature. A study in metropolitan Chicago found that children exhibited fewer ADD symptoms after they played outdoors in green settings, and the greener their surroundings, the fewer symptoms they showed. The same researchers carried out a web-based survey of 525 parents of children with ADHD. According to parents, their children’s symptoms were relieved by leisure activities (other than TV viewing), but especially by leisure in green outdoor settings.


Motor Coordination
Comparisons of preschool children in Norway and Sweden show physical gains from play in nature. Studies in Norway and Sweden compared preschool children who played everyday among the trees, rocks and uneven topography of natural school grounds with other preschoolers who played in conventional playgrounds. On tests of motor fitness, children with opportunities for nature play at school showed greater gains over the course of the year, especially in balance and agility.